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Abstract

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy’s (FE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), in partnership
with private industries, is leading a program for the development and demonstration of high efficiency solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and
fuel cell/turbine hybrid power generation systems for near-term distributed generation markets, with emphasis on premium power and high
reliability. NETL is partnering with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) in developing new directions for research under the
S systems.
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olid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA) initiative to develop and commercialize modular, low cost, and fuel flexible SOFC
hrough advanced materials, processing and system integration research and development (R&D), the SECA initiative will redu
ell cost to $400 kW−1 for stationary and auxiliary power unit markets. The SECA industry teams and core program have made s
rogress in scale-up and performance. Presidential initiatives are focusing research toward a new hydrogen economy. The mo
ydrogen economy would accomplish several strategic goals, namely that SOFCs have no emissions, and hence figure significa
trategies. The SOFC hybrid is a key part of the FutureGen plant, a major new DOE FE initiative to produce hydrogen from coal. T
fficient SOFC hybrid plant will produce electric power while other parts of the plant could produce hydrogen and sequester2. The
roduced hydrogen can be used in fuel cell cars and for SOFC distributed generation applications.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Public benefits and DOE policy initiatives

Presidential initiatives are focusing research toward a new
ydrogen economy to accomplish several strategic goals: the
.S. can use its own domestic resources—solar, wind, hy-
roelectric, and coal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. To

his end, the U.S. government has proposed several major
nitiatives, such as Clear Skies and Climate Change, which
im to reduce CO2, NOx, and SO2 emissions. As shown in
igs. 1 and 2, SOFCs have large economic benefits and no
missions, which figure significantly in these DOE strategies.

Distributed generation—SOFCs, reforming, and energy
torage—provides significant benefit for enhanced security
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and reliability. The use of fuel cells is expected to bring ab
the hydrogen economy. However, commercialization of
cells is expected to proceed first through portable and sta
ary applications, by developing SOFCs for a wide rang
stationary and APU applications, which will initially use co
ventional fuels, then eventually migrating to hydrogen. L
all fuel cells, the SOFC will operate even better on hydro
than conventional fuels[1].

Near-term natural gas reforming is the most likely ro
of hydrogen production, from nuclear, coal, natural gas,
renewable sources. Considering the properties of hydro
it is likely to be produced locally and used immediately. O
scenario would be a large local hydrogen plant supplying
to the automobile and bus fleet of a major metropolis. U
mately, hydrogen is expected to be produced from renew
sources: wind and solar with electrolysis[2–4].
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Fig. 1. Cost benefits of SOFCs.

Fig. 2. Environmental benefits of SOFCs.

Coal may be a possible fuel for producing hydrogen; over
50% of the electricity in the U.S. comes from coal, and coal
use is on the rise. Coal is a very abundant resource, and could
become the primary fuel for energy independence in the U.S.
Coal is poised to play an important role in the future of inde-
pendence and security of the U.S. energy needs.

The president recently announced the 275 MW Future-
Gen project to produce hydrogen from coal. This is a $1 bil-
lion presidential initiative leading to a 10-year demonstration
project to create the world’s first coal-based zero-emissions
power plant with over 1 million tons per year of CO2 se-
questered.

2. Technology and status high-temperature fuel cells

High temperature fuel cells include solid oxide and molten
carbonate fuel cells. SOFCs use a ceramic electrolyte which
results in a solid state unit, an important aspect. The con-
duction mechanism is solid state conduction of O2− ions.
The reaction is completed by the reaction of oxygen ions
and hydrogen to form water. In a molten-carbonate fuel
cell (MCFC), molten carbonate salts are the electrolyte. At
650◦C, the salts melt and conduct carbonate ions (CO3)2−
from the cathode to the anode. At the anode, hydrogen reacts
with the ions to produce water, CO2, and electrons that flow

through the external circuit. At the cathode, the electrons re-
act with oxygen from air and CO2 recycled from the anode to
form carbonate ions that replenish the electrolyte and transfer
current through the fuel cell. SOFCs and MCFCs can extract
hydrogen from a variety of fuels using either an internal or
external reformer. They are also less prone to CO poisoning
than other fuel cells and thus are attractive for coal-based
fuels. SOFCs and MCFCs work well with catalysts made of
nickel, which is much less expensive than platinum. SOFCs
and MCFCs can achieve an efficiency of 60% stand-alone, or
over 80% (net) if the waste heat is used for cogeneration. Cur-
rently, demonstration units exist up to 2 MW. Challenges with
SOFCs are development of high power density, reducing cost,
and better seals and metallic interconnects. Significant tech-
nical challenges with MCFCs are the complexity of working
with a liquid electrolyte rather than a solid, and the relatively
inherent low power density, as well as high cost. Advantages
of both fuel cells are the fuel flexibility, using coal, natural
gas, or heavy fuels with small modification. R&D funding by
the public sector for MCFC has been concluded as is not dis-
cussed. Research is continuing by industry to optimize costs
of materials and production processes to enable market entry
[1].
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. Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance SECA

In the United States, SECA is a major national stat
ry fuel cell program, and comprises the main thrust o
istributed Generation Fuel Cell Program[5–10]. Achiev-

ng SECA goals should result in the wide deployment of
OFC technology in high volume markets. Near zero e
ions, fuel flexibility, modularity, high efficiency, and simp
O2 capture will provide a national payoff that increa
s these markets expand. The SECA program is dedi

o developing innovative, effective, low cost ways to co
ercialize solid oxide fuel cells. The program is designe
ove fuel cells out of limited niche markets into widespr
arket applications by making them available at a co
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Fig. 3. SECA industry teams.

$400 kW−1 or less through mass customization of common
modules[11,12]. SECA fuel cells will operate on conven-
tional fuels, such as natural gas, diesel, coal, and gas, and
will move to hydrogen. The program will provide a bridge
to the hydrogen economy, beginning with the introduction of
SECA fuel cells for stationary (both central generation and
distributed energy) and auxiliary power applications[13,14].

Commercial trucks, military vehicles, aircrafts, and ships
are all potential SECA applications. To lower the cost of fuel
cells as much as possible, it is important to utilize fuel cells in
all of these applications[15]. A number of other federal and
state government agencies and offices are directly supporting
SECA program efforts[16–21].

The SECA program is currently structured to include six
industry teams supported by a core technology program that
is working to solve crosscutting issues.

SECA is an $800 million (MM) program through 2010,
with $375 MM from DOE for the industry teams. SECA
has six industry teams working on designs that can be mass-
produced at costs that are 10-fold less than current costs.
Many alternatives are being pursued, which increases the
probability of success of the SECA program. The SECA core
technology program is made up of researchers from industry
suppliers and manufacturers, as well as from universities and
national laboratories, all working to address key science and
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400 mW cm−2, exceeding its Phase I SECA targets for stack
power density and utilization. Using a planar square SOFC
stack, GE has achieved record 238 mW cm−2 at 93% fuel
utilization and stable operation at 95% fuel utilization.

Delphi is working on a third generation design that has
achieved 420 mW cm−2 in two 30-cell stacks. Delphi, in part-
nership with Battelle/PNNL, is developing a compact 5-kW,
planar, 700 to 800◦C, anode-supported SOFC unit for the dis-
tributed generation and auxiliary power unit markets. Delphi
is expert at system integration and high-volume manufactur-
ing and cost reduction. They are focused on making a very
compact and light-weight system suitable for auxiliary power
in transportation applications[10,22].

Cummins and SOFCo EFS are developing a 10-kW prod-
uct for recreational vehicles that would run on propane using
a catalytic partial oxidation reformer. The team has produced
a conceptual design for a multilayer SOFC stack assembled
from low-cost building block components. The basic cell is a
thin electrolyte layer (50 to 75�m), fabricated by tape cast-
ing. Anode ink is screen-printed onto one side of the elec-
trolyte tape, and cathode ink onto the other. The printed cell
is sandwiched between layers of dense ceramic that will ac-
commodate reactant gas flow and electrical conduction. The
assembly is then co-fired to form a single repeat unit[10,22].

Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation (SWPC) is
d ets.
S -kW
u ows
f ut,
c ens
W have
a
a

ady
o d in
t ply
m field
t igher
echnology gaps to provide breakthrough solutions to cri
ssues facing SECA.Fig. 3shows each team and their wo
ng prototype. In fiscal year (FY) 2005 testing of prototy
egins[22].

. SECA prototypes

General Electric (GE) is developing a compact natura
-kW, planar, 700–800◦C, anode-supported SOFC unit
esidential power markets[10,22]. GE is evaluating sever
tack designs, and is especially interested in extending p
OFCs to large hybrid systems. GE has already achieved
eveloping 5 to10-kW products to satisfy multiple mark
WPC has developed a new tube design for their 5
nits that use flat, high power density tubes. This all

or a shorter tube length with twice the power outp
ompared to their current cylindrical tube. The Siem
estinghouse’s flattened high power density tubes

chieved a respectable 262 mW cm−2 at 85% fuel utilization
t 1000◦C [10,22].

Acumentrics uses a micro-tubular design and is alre
ffering early units for field testing. They are intereste

he information technology and uninterruptible power sup
arkets and have conducted over a dozen early unit

ests. The advantages of smaller diameter tubes are h
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volumetric power density and rapid start-up because they are
less susceptible to thermal shock. Acumentrics units have
already achieved 63 thermal cycles[10,22].

FuelCell Energy Inc. (FCE) will bring its long history
of fuel cell development to a teaming relationship with Gas
Technology Institute (GTI) and VERSA Power, by acquiring
Global Thermal Electric, which has a 5-MW per year manu-
facturing facility and over 25,000 h of testing experience on
their RP-2, 2-kW units[10,22].

Finally, the SECA industry teams have surpassed the in-
terim goal of 60% fuel utilization for their short stacks during
the first quarter of FY2004.

The funding split for the program’s industrial team and
core technology areas has been 60/40. The key management
tool in the program is a contract clause providing for excep-
tional circumstances, which encourages sharing R&D solu-
tions with industry teams. The core R&D priorities are based
on industry needs and other expert input gathered through
workshops. Technology progress is constantly monitored,
and priorities are adjusted as needed. The highest research
priorities—gas seals and metal interconnects—are critical to
stack operation. The industry team R&D must also include
lower temperature components, higher power density, insu-
lation, fuel reforming, and power electronics in its research.
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including distributed generation fuel cells. Research in dis-
tributed generation is developing scaled-up fuel cell and
hybrid $400 kW−1 power blocks for FutureGen and other
advanced coal-based power systems. Distributed genera-
tion systems are critical to achieving cost, efficiency and
emissions targets. SOFCs have tremendous cost reduction
potential, based on mass customization, or the mass produc-
tion of common modules for multiple applications. Low-cost,
$400 kW−1 SECA fuel cell hybrids are key to achieving 60%
higher heating value (HHV) efficiency, low-cost, $850 kW−1

advanced coal-based power systems[22–24]. Fuel cells and
fuel cell hybrids have ultra low emissions, produce water,
and can be configured to isolate/segregate CO2—usable fea-
tures in FutureGen and advanced coal-based systems. SECA
fuel cells and hybrids can operate on syngas and hydrogen in
FutureGen systems, as well as other conventional fuels.

Fig. 4 is a coal-based fuel cell-turbine hybrid FutureGen-
type plant that can achieve 65% HHV efficiency by incorpo-
rating solid oxide ITM membranes and hydrogen membranes.
The high hydrogen export case results in 65% efficiency,
defined on an HHV basis and includes the HHV of the
exported hydrogen: thermal efficiency = (net export electric
power + HHV contained in exported H2)/(HHV contained in
the total coal feed). We are confident that the best FutureGen
systems will contain fuel cells[23].

The SOFC SECA-hybrid is a key component of the Fu-
t ntial
i ent
S ce
l ould
. Central station systems: fuel cell turbine hybrids

All aspects of the DOE FE research and developm
rogram now support the FutureGen program and proje
Fig. 4. Possible Fu
ureGen plants. FutureGen is an important new preside
nitiative to produce hydrogen from coal. The highly effici
OFC hybrid plant, with its SECA fuel cells, will produ

ow-cost electric power and other parts of the plant c
tureGen plant.
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produce hydrogen and sequester CO2. The produced hydro-
gen can be used in fuel cell automobiles and for SOFC dis-
tributed generation applications. Early hybrids at SWPC and
FCE are being tested to gather information and experience
that will lead to SECA hybrid systems for incorporation into
FutureGen.

The DOE goal is to demonstrate the fuel cell technology
in distributed generation applications before they are used in
large-scale central power generation. The first step is demon-
stration in high volume production, or mass customization.
The goal is to develop SECA fuel cells capable of being
manufactured at $400 kW−1 by 2010. Simultaneously, the
scale-up, aggregation, and integration of the technology are
in progress. This will result in commercialization of MW-
class intermediary fuel flexible products, such as fuel cell-
turbine hybrids ready for demonstration in the 2012 to 2016
timeframe. With further aggregation and integration, SECA
designs will ultimately be applicable to 100-MW class, large
central generation by 2020.

NETL and FCE are working collaboratively on large-scale
expedient testing of an atmospheric Direct FuelCell/Turbine
(DFC/T) hybrid system. To date, research and development
efforts have resulted in significant progress in validating the
hybrid cycle concept. FCE has completed successful proof-
of-concept testing of a DFC/T power plant based on a 250-kW
DFC integrated initially with a Capstone 30-kW and then a
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related to the interdependencies of fuel cell and turbine
technology integration without risk to expensive fuel cell
stacks.

6. High Temperature Electrochemistry Center
(HiTEC)

The High Temperature Electrochemistry Center (HiTEC)
is pursuing advanced electrochemical solutions to energy
problems. HiTEC is developing enabling technologies and
innovations necessary in long-term R&D for FutureGen and
hydrogen economy programs. In addition, HiTEC is attempt-
ing to resolve electrochemical issues that cross-cut all solid
oxide technologies, such as patterned electrode work, which
allows the role of microstructure and catalytic activity to be
distinguished[24].

7. Conclusion

Stationary fuel cells still need a viable distributed gen-
eration market and a responsive electric power industry.
Residential and commercial fuel cells remain the largest po-
tential market. All fuel cells can use hydrogen, so a hydrogen
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ubMW system tests have accumulated over 6800 h of
essful operation with efficiency of 52%.

The Hybrid Power Generation Systems Division of G
ral Electric is collaborating with DOE/NETL to devel
OFC/gas turbine hybrid systems as intermediate pro

or distributed power generation applications[22]. The ob-
ectives for this project are to analyze and evaluate pl
OFC/gas turbine system concepts. Technical barrie
ressurization and scale-up of preliminary design conc
ill be resolved for both the feasibility demonstration s

em and the conceptual system. A preliminary design
igh-temperature heat exchangers for hybrid system ap

ions has been developed, and pressurized operation of
OFC stacks has been demonstrated. The SOFC is ba

he SECA thin-film electrolyte technology fabricated w
he tape calendaring method and thin-foil metallic interc
ects leading to a low-cost, high-performance, compac
ar SOFC. The gas turbine is based on commercial prod
he proposed hybrid system has a potential for efficie
reater than 65%.

Researchers in the Combustion and Engine Dyna
ivision within the Office of Science and Technology
ETL have completed an experimental facility capabl
hysically simulating the dynamic operation of a fuel c

urbine hybrid system. The objective of the hybrid per
ance project at NETL is to conceptualize, simulate, ana
nd demonstrate critical operability issues inherent in
rid fuel cell systems. The hardware-in-the-loop sim

ion facility enables researchers to identify dynamic iss
r
n

conomy is welcome. The ultimate potential of the fuel
echnology is clear. The SECA program is making exce
rogress. We now need a period of intense R&D and p
ducation to resolve the remaining issues in order to r

hat potential.
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